
CHAPTER VI 

MEASUREIVIENT 0 F HIGH FREQliENCY DISCHARGE CURREN"T IN A 
•, . 

GAS DISCHARGE EXCITED BY A RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD. 

\. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The current flowing through an ionised medium by the 

application of small alternating electric field was considered. 

in many problems involving microwave and also in the analysis 

of the ionosphere. For low frequency of the applied electric 

field.and high gas pressure, the current flowing through the 

ionised medium has ~he same phase as the applied field and 
'11 

may be obtained from the mobility formula due to L~evin (1905). 

~or high frequencies and lo'Y gas pressure, on the other hand,. 

the current is in phase qu~drature ~ th the applied field. The 

intermediate case between the two eKtremes was considered by 
. I . 

Margenau (1946) who obtained the current density as having two 

components: one in phase with the applied alternating field and 

the other in qua:ilrature with it. 

Sodha (1960) obtained expressions for the complex 

electrical conductivity when a high'power radio-frequency 

wave is incident on the plasma. According to the same author, 

the velocity distribution of electrons in a plasma for cons

tant mean free path A-e and energy lose factor X is 

Druyeve steyn. Everhart and Brown ( 1949) measured the oomplex 

admittance in the microwave region for helium filled in the 

cavity of a .magnetron. 
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When a ~s discharge excited by radio frequency 

electric field is maintained between two plane parallel 

electrodes, as is conventionally done in laboratory, then 

in addition to the two components of gas discharge current 

there will be current flowing due ~to capaci tati.ve effect 

of the electrodes. Francis and von Engel (1953) measured 

the growth of discharge current during the onset of dis

charges at low pressures such that the electron mean free 

path is . always greater than the size of the wssel. An 

e~perimental technique has been employed to measure the 

current ~tually flowing through the discharge. The large 

capacitative current flowing across the external electrodes 

is balanced out by a bridge meth~d, the bridge becoming 

unbalanced when current nows through the gas. The growth 

with time of this. unbalanced. component which is propor

tional to the dis charge current is recorded in oscillograms 

for heli~ and hydrogen at different pressures •. Applying 

similer bridge technique with modifications, 9,lark, Earl 

and New (1970) measured the complex impedance of a radio 

frequency di. scharge in hydrogen. Penfold and Warder, Jr. 

(1967) designed and tested a circuit ~o measure mrrent in 

high voltage radio frequency plasma discharge with better 

accuracy compared to ·the measuxement by conventional r.f. 

meters and probes. 
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In the present paper, a new technique has been ' 

reported to isolate and measure the current flowing through 

the active r.f. discharge which has the same phase as the 

applied field and also the cu±rent which is in phase quad

rature with the applied field. From these measurements the 

resistive impedance and a hence 'the real part of the elect-

rical Qonductivity of the discharge and its variation with 

the applied electric field is obtained for discharges with 

three gas pres~ures.·Attempts to explain all the experimen

tal observations from theoretical stand have been made. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE. 

(a) Circuit Design:-

,A plas na produced in a cavity by a radio frequency 

electric :field is viewed as a resistive impedance in parallel 

with a capaci ta.tive Xm!i:Q impedance. Some authors have mea

sured the total r.f. discharge cuxrent by using balanced a.c. 

bridge to eliminate vacuum displacement cun-ent (Francis & 

von Engel, 1953). The process of balancing the bridge and _, 

use of different external inductive and ~~acitative impe

dances require lot of .adjustments and screening throughout 

the measurements and at different ran~s of applied voltages. 
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In_the p~esent experimental technique developed, 

the ba1ancing of bridge and introducti~n of additional 

capacitative and inductive impedances have been avoided. 

The basic circuit diagram to measure the cuxrent in phase 

with the a_pplied field and the current having some phase 

difference with the applied field, which simultaneously 

flow through a R-C combination in parallel is shown in 

Fig. 6.1 where· two high speed operational amplifiers (A1 & 

A2) have been used and two resistances R1 & R2 in series 

are connected across the same r.f. source. 

To simulate the electrical equivalent of a fully 

developed r.f. plasma column between two electrodes, a 

resistance 'R' and a capacitance 'C' are put in parallel 

combination as sho\vn in the dotted region. The resistance 

'r' must be much smaller than 'R' and impedance of 'C' at 

the applied freqmency. The value of r = 100JL is taken. 

The maximum ,ralue- of the variable resistance R1 = .1 K .fl

must be much smaller then the fixed resistance R2 = 1 M_n_. 

A, is a high speed operational·amplifier using IC 

chi}' No. ,;..t. A 71S. (Slew rate 100 v/»-s; Band. width 65 MHz)-. 

It is used as unit gain voltage amplifier w.ith phase rever

sal at the output by 180°. A2 is also a high speed opera~ 

tionaJ. amplifier using IC chip No. _J.J-A 715. It, is used 

as unit g~n summing amplifier. Both the IC' s are ini tia

lly tested to perfecti_on for their respective operations by 
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proper choice of external circuit components. The operation 

of A1 and A2 are tested in the following way: Signal 

from a r.f. voltage source fs applied in the input o:f A1 
and its output_is fed to one beam of a double bean C.R.O. 

(Type Dumond 766 H/F). In the ~ther beam of the c.R.O. the 

same source potential is a~lied directly. The source 

voltage was in the range of less than one volt r .m.s.· Obser

ving simultaneously two beam traces·on the same screen, the 

external circuit elements of A1 are adjusted to obtain 

the output of A1 as exactly inverted image of source 

potential trace. The output from A1 is then fl3d to input 

of A2 which also.receives simultaneously the signal poten

tial. from· the source at its input. The output of A_2 is 

then measured by a precision solid state a.c. voltmeter 

capable of measuring accurately 10-7 volt~· The external 

circuit elements of A2 are adjusted till the output of A2 
becomes zero in the solid state aec. voltmeter. The whole 

process of testing the :functioning of the different sections 

of the circuit as stated above is repeated by varying source 

signal voltage from 1 mV. to 1 .volt (r.m.s.). For this pur

pose a low power r.f. source with operating frequenqy at 

1.45 MHz. (measured by absorption wavemeter) ·was use·d. ·This 

repeated pro~dure, of adjustments ensured the operation of 

A1 as unit gain inversion voltage amplifier and A2 as 

unit gain summation voltage amplifier~ 
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(b) Theory of Measurement: 

'Let the r.f. signal applied from the source be 

given by' 

The current flowing t~ough the capacitor of capac1.tance 
-> 

~ v 
'C' is I = X (6.2) 

c. c 

where Xc is~·. the impedance of the condenser and given 

by 
X c = 

i 
jc.oc· 

Hence; 
-> -7' -> jwt 
I c = J. w C V • . j- cu C V 0 e 

The current flowing through 
~ ~ jCi)i. -> v 

IR 
Yoe = 'R= 'R 

The potential drop across • r' 

and IR is 

The potenti~ drop across R1 

'R' is 

( 6.4) 

due to flow of current I c 

( 6.5) 

·due to current IR flowing 
1 

from t~e source through R1 is 

(6.6) 

~> 

The potential VR is applied to the input of · A1 and in 



---? ~ 

inverted potential -VR and 
1 

applied to the input of A2 

V • are simultaneously 
r 

and t.he output of A2. is 

obtained as 

(6.?) 

where ( iu!:) C'o-5 cf 
o ~ cf - ) :to l 

rn · -~ YRo- Yf?tol 
so that 

and the amplitude of the output voltage of A2 is 

As R1' is varied, VR
10 

will vary. Since R1 4- R2 
so variation of R1 will not create any s ignif'icant 

change in· the current distribution from the r. f. source 

to discharge tube and to (R2 + R1 ) combination respectively. / 

Hence by changing magnitude of' VR , the output voltage of 
10 

A2 (V out)o is made minimum when 

(6.9) 

their phase being ssme. Then the phase angle ~ will be 

equal· to ll~~ and the out-put voltage 

., 
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·when the condition (6.9) is sati.sfied. 

Keeping the r.f. source potential constant at 

a certain value, R1 is varied end VR and V · t is 
1 ou 

measured simultaneously by the precision solid state a.c. 

voltmeter mentioned earlier. The plot of Vout against 

VR will have a minimum value of V
0 

t• At this minimum 1 . u . 

point VR
1 

will give VR and the corresponding Vout 

will give Vc. Hence both the resistive and capa_citative 

currents are being isolated and measured by dividing VR 

and Vout by ·the value of 'r' respectively. 

(c) Varicfication of Working Principle: 

'.:·~ To verify experimentally the working 

principle of the circuit we have introduced, in place of 

R-C combination in Fig. 6.1, a cylindrical glass tube 

fitted with two internal circular plane metal electrodes 

parallel to each other and separated by a distance of 5.0 em. 

The tube is filled with distilled water. Keeping ~he r.f. 

voltage from the source fixed at some value ( {'\J 100 volt .. 

r.m.s.) R1 is varied a:nd VR 
1 

and v out are measured 

by the solid state a.c. voltmeter. It was observed that 

Vout always shows minimum as VR is varied. Identical 
1 

meas~ement was repeated for different source voltage to 

test the reproducibility of the working of the designed 

circuit.,Measurement at every source voltage yielded res

pective minimum value of Vout corresponding to some value 



of VR i.e. different values of current components. These 
1 

observations confirmed the principle of the measurement. 

After ensurin~ the reproducibility of the working of the 

measuring circuit it is used to isolate and measure the 

resistive and capacitative part of the electric currents 

fiowing through a plasma column Qf radio frequency di ~harge 

due to discharge maintainance potential. 

(d) Measurements with Plasma: 

A cylindrical glass vessel fitted with two internal 

aluminium electrodes at the two end-faces formed the dis-
. fJlf>(a 

charge cavity. The parallel plane circular electrodes I\ of 

diameter 3e0 em. and separated by a distBJlce' of 4.8 em. 

(Fig. 6.2). The vessel with electrodes is cleaned and pro

perly baked. Nitrogen from commercial grade cylinder is 

allowed, to pass through different_ trap for cleaning and 

drying of the gas which is then p.assed to the dis charge 

vessel via needle valve. Rotary exhaust pump coupled with 

needle valve is connected to discharge vessel for evacua

tion of nitrogen gas from the cavity. The gas pressure is 

measured by a pre-calibrated pirani gauge. The needle valve 

is adjusted to keep the gas pressure of the vessel constant 

at desired value. The discharge tube is connected in place 

of R-C combination of Fig. 6.1. Keeping the gas pressure 

of the vessel constant, the r.f. volta@e is increased until 

a self sustained discharge develops. The r~f. potenti~l is 
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then lowerdd to a value slightly above the maintainance 

potential. Keeping this potential constant at a certain 

value, the resistance R1 is varied and potential drop 

across R1 i.e. VR and the output of A2 i.e. Vout 
1 

are recorded by solid state a.c. voltmeter and plotted 

in Figs .. 6.(3,4,5) where increasing ·the r.f. potential in 

steps of 20 volts~the same procedure is repeated at every 

voltage step to obtain different curves of the respective 

figures. Fig. 6/3, Fig. 6 •. 4 & Fig. 6.5 represent the above 

measurements at gas"pressures of 0.2 torr, 0.15 torr and 

Oo1 torr respectively. Limitation of r.f. power from the 

source restricted our observations to the present gas 

pressure range studiede Too high or too low gas pressure in 

the present cavity requires much higher r.f. voltage to 

initiate the discharge in th~ cavity. Works in future will 

be undertaken to stud·y these gas pressure regions. 

The electrical equivalent of the cavity described 

earlier and filled with plasma excited by r. f. voltage, is 

shown in Fig. 6.2. Here R and C represent the resis

tive and capacitative impedances respectively of the plasma. 

0
0 

_represent the capacitative impedance due to-electrodes 

for which strong vacuum displacement current flows (Francis 

and van Engel, 195~). 
----~----- ---------

--~--

/ 
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The current flowing through the cavity is given by 

- -7 ..-..J .... ·~ 

J :y_ ·+ 'L w cr v 
R ••• (6.11) 

~ ~ 

:a: ere IR v 
( 6 .12) = R ••• 

and 
·~ "-? ~ w cr v Ic.r 1 '(6.13) .... 

But C' = c_ + Co 
••• (6.14) 

Unless accurate value of C of the cavity is know.n, the 

individual values of 

••• (6.15) 

and 

' 'l w c.. 
••• (6.16) 

can not be calculated. Works are in progress in this lab. to 
-4 

isolate lc 
e 

~ 

and Ic. 
nicated soon for publication. 

and the results will be commu-

. ' ' . 
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--------------------------------------

From the curve of Vout vs.. ~· .. ·:L YR
1 

value of Vout' the corresponding vR
1 

at the minimum 

when divided by 

. the value of 'r' yields the value of It • The minimum 

value of Vout when divided by the value of 'r' yield 

the value of I, • Hence knowing 'V', the applied r.f. - c 

potential both R, the re~istance of the plasma and Xc, , 
I 

the effective capacitative impedance can be calculated for 

different applied r.f. voltage. As R and V are known, 

the variation of current (IR) flowing through the plasma due 
I 

to real part of conductivity for the variation of V is 

obtained and plotted in Fig. 6.6 agai·nst 'V' for three g~ 

pressures. 

If it is assumed .that the plasma between the elect

rodes is Uniform with no space gradient. of the charged par

ticles i0e. electrons, then the real part of the plasma 

conductivity can be related to plasma resistance by 

'R = J_ .. AJ '. (6.17) 
(),? 

where 'd'- is the separation of the electrodes and 'A' is the 

area of the electrodes. Knowing 'd' and 'A' and from the 

measured value of 'R', ~ is calculated for discharges of 

three gas pressures and plotted against applied r.f. voltage 

i.n Fi g. 6 • 7 • 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A general solution of the· differential equation 

giving the veloc~ty distribution.function .for the electrons 

in a plasma is extremely difficult with gradients. The sim

plest procedure is to assume a uniform plasma with no space 

gradients and to neglect all source terms • .In strong electric 

field when ·ga.~. temperature is much.less compared to electron . . 

tempe~ture and if it is assumed that the energy loss factor 

A. and the mean free path ?Le = vj-:0c... of the electrons 

are."' constants, then the velocity distribution of el~ctrons 

follows· the Druyvesteyn distribution given by 

where A ·o 

electron. 

( 6.18) 

and '¥ are constants and 'v' is the velocity of 

To evaluate the value of ~ for Druyvesteyn dist

ribution we proceed as follows: 

The general form of electron velocity distribution 

is Jo = Ao e.?cp (: w) 

where 
(6.19) 

and T~ = gas temperature; 

E = r.m.s. value of the applied high frequency field, 
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w = frequency of the applied field, 

0~ = collision frequency of the electrons with 
\ 

neutral atoms. 

For Druysteyn distribution RT% term is much 

smaller compared to electric field term. For the case ~e>>W 

as in the :present case, v.e get putting 

or 

Hence 

W = s:v [ 2 e'2-E''2 J-1cl'0 
0 37tt:0~~ 

w = 3 <3. 
)<_, . v 4-

(~· E/L~r;_ 
3 A., 

- -· '2 
73 . ( ~. E 'A~ 

The total number density of electrons is 

n = 41f Si'0'2cLv =. 4-rrA.o s~-~'\9~'2d_v 
o e 

Putting <?v4-"= x 4 we get 
. st:>O -3Jt 4 

n = 4 If A o <l e-x_ -x.?- cLx 

= 41T Ao ~- 3
,4 ( ~) r (~) 

(6.20) 

( 6. 21) 

(6.22) 

= IT Aoi34 r ( ~) where r is gamma function. 

Pu~ting the value' of (] 

(6.23) 
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When collision frequency is proportional to velocity i.e. 

constant mean free path, the energy loss factor ~ is 

independent-of velocity an~ wh~n the frequency of the 

applied field is low enough to satisfY the relation 

then the real·and imaginary part of the conductivity of a 

plasma in presence of external strong electric field i.e. 

when velocity distribution is Druyvesteyn is given by 

(Sbkarofsky et al. 1966) 

(6.24) 

{6.25) 

Putting the-value of 'n' from (6®23) to (6.24) we get 

o.;r - (2>E /l~ A.~· ·(6o26) 

'6 )
34 '3/2 e3 r 

where (3 = ( 9 ·lf · . ;rn · Aov2 and o;r is the real part of the 
electrical conductivity. 

As E == -V 
cJ.._ 

, so eqn. (6.26) shows that o,y:- is a 

linear fUnction of applied potential. The variation of ~ 

with the applied potential as obtained experimentally in 

Fig. 6.7 agrees qualitati~ely ~th the relation (6.26), 

variation for three gas pressures being all linear. 
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As plasma is uniform i.e. there is no gradient 

of electron density in space, so the resistance of the 

plasma column of cross sectional area 'A' and. length 

'd' is, from eqn. (6.17) 

cl 1 
- A. {3 s 'i\.~xi/4 - (6.27) 

Since the values of jC , ll~ , ete. are unknown, so 

R cannot be calculated from eqn. (6.27) Q 

The current flowing through the plasma due ·to 
. I 

real part of the conductivity is / 

v A (3 A.~ X~ 2 
IR = R = oL ~ Y- v 

Eqn. (6.28) shows that the current through plasma resis

tance does not follow Ohm's law. The experimental obser

vations in Fig. 6.6 also indicates sharp rise of current 

with increase of voltage rather than a. smooth linear 

rise. Since the value of the coefficient of v2 in eqn .. 

is not known_, r 
' ~ '~ J' 

can not be calculated. ~-4-~btkr5:-'~<bl~ 

I 

a 
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The qualitative agreement between eqne (6.26) and·· .. 

experimental results of Fig. 6. 7 shows clearly that in an· _ 

active discharge, the real part of the plasma.conductivity 

varies linearly with the applied r.f. voltage unlike ordinary 

solid conductor where~ conductivity value remains .constant 

with cha·nge of applied voltage. Also for studying the bulk 

properties such as electrical conductivity, as done in 

this present experiment, the assumption of spatially 

uniform plasma is fairly good. 
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The success of the present experimental ~chnique, 

in isolating and measuring the discharge current due to 

resistive part of the plasma and its variation with the 

applied ·r.f. potential and gas pressure, may be concluded 

from the good qualitative ~~~~ agreement 

with experimental and theoretical values of the measured 

currents and ·resistances. Hence the same experimental 

technique may be used to isolate and measure different 

components of discharge current in a wide variety of 

high frequency discharges without going for balancing the 

capacitance effect·. of the electrodes paj_rs for each cavity! 
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